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Hand hygiene compliance increase x3
Correct use of gloves increase x3
Correct use of aprons was 67% with the CareCentre
and 0% without
CareCentre implementation will help reduce healthcare 
associated infections.
Clinical trial

THE DRIP REDESIGNED

Approximately wastage of US$ 3.98 per 
patient per 24-hours infused. 
Staff time wasted on calculations & 
inefficiencies
Extended patient stay
1. http://www.varori.co.za/infusion_problem.htm
1

Design for manufacture
Trials
Regulatory
Licensing
Links with procurement


6 SCENARIOS
5 LEVELS
30 MINUTE TREATMENT
VIRTUAL COACH
Allows people to evaluate 
their expectations and 
learn that they are ‘safe 
enough’ in everyday 
situations
Design workshops around 
the UK
Smaller weekly workshops 
Meetings with developers
Internal workshops
Building prototypes
Therapist House
Café Scenario
PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
LEVEL DESIGN
-Creating friendly and
stress relief spaces
REALISTIC DIMENSIONS
-Getting the right measurements
for each level
THERAPIST PRESENTATION
FLOATING TABLET
-Therapist being placed as 
a video 
FULL BODY FORM
-Therapist standing in front
of the user
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SCIENTIFIC METHOD –
NEEDS GATHERING
SCIENTIFIC METHOD –
TRIAL & 
IMPLEMENTATION
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Design research is bespoke
Insights into human element
Different design disciplines, collaborations and outputs
In parallel with scientific method
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